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~Reprint of Cowles Foundation Discussion
Paper No. 392, April 1, 1975.
A DUALITY THEORY FOR CONVEX ~-HORIZON PROGRAMMING~
by
Joop J. M. Evers
Tilburg School of Economica, Netherlanda
The programming model is based on a aequence of cloaed convex sets
in R2~1 , each representing triplea of inpute, outputa and utility
which are feasible in the corresponding period. The uaual balance of
gooda and the uaual objective function conaiating of the m-horizon aum
of diacounted utilities, complete the model. Under free diaposal and
a rather weak asaumption concerning the existence of partícular primal
and dual feasible solutiona, the following resulta are derived: the pri-
mal and dual problems both poasesa an optimal aolution, the well-known
aufficient conditiona for optimality appear to be necessary as well.
Finally, eome approximation methoda are presented, which are based on
finite horizon programs. The treatment emphasizea symmetry between the
primal and dual problema.
1. The Primal Problem~~
The programming model i e based on a aequence of aeta
{Et}i C R1~ , each of them satíafiea the following aesumptiona:
Al: Et C R1xR}xR} , t ~ 1(1)
~`The research deacribed in thia paper wae undertaken at Cawlea Foundation
by a fellowahip of the Netherlanda Organization for the Advancement of
Pure Research (Z.W.O.).
~~A líat of symbola is added at the end.
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A2: (I~,x,Y) s Et ~1 V~i G u, x~ x, Y s[D,Y] : íti,x,Y) s E~ t
A3: each Et is convex
A4: each Et ia cloaed.
Economic interpretation: Each triple (~t, xt, yt) e Et may be under-
stood as followe: (1) xt are inputs at the beginning of a period t.
(2) yt are outputa produced by the system during the period t, and
which are available at the end of period t. (3) ~t ía a feasible
profit, given inputa~outputs for that period; i.e.: with given inputs~
outputs xt~yt , there is at least one activity which produces a profit
equal or larger than ~,t . In this context A2 may be taken as a free
disposal assumption.
Starting from a given amount of initial outputa y~ s R} , a se-
quence of triples {íWt' xt' Yt)}1 c Rlf2m is called a feasible path
if (~t, xt, Yt) s Et , t- líl) , xt ~ yt-1 ' t~ 1(1) . The inequa-
litiea xt ~ yt-1 ~ t- 1(1) eimply represent the balance of goods.
The objective function asaociated with such feasible paths conaista of
the diacounted sum GntWt~l '- ~t~l~ ~t ' where the discount factor
n s]0~1[ . The formal structure of the programming problem is given
by the following definitions.
Definitiona (1-D1 to 4):
D1: (aub-bar convention): every aequence {at}i of finite dimensional
vectora ahall be denoted by a. Note: the initial index of a se-
quence denoted by b is always 1. In case of a aequence {btj0 '
b atanda for the aubaequence {btjl '
D2: E:~ {(~~~ s.~1 x ,Emx ~I (Wt, xt, Yt) s Et , t- 1(1)} .
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D3: The set of feasible patha (or aolutiona) with a given ínitial vec-
tor y~ :
PF(yp) :- {( iL~Y~ s E~xl ~ y0' xt-1-1 G Yt' t~ 1(1) }.
D4: The programming problem:
(1.1) aup Grrtl~t~i w.r.t. (~,J~ t PF(YD) ,
h-'~
where optimality concept ia defined as followa (viz. Halkin [6]):
(}~z~y"~ s PF(y~) ie called an optimal aolution if there ia no
(~,x,y~ s PF(yD) such that, for aome s~ 0 and aome period r:
(1.2) GTrtwt~i ~ s f GrtWt1i , h a r(1) .
In other worda, if a triple (}~~ y) s PF(y~) exiat satiafying (1.2)
for some s~ 0 and some period r, we say that (}~ x,Y) ia dom-
inated by (~,~y) . Note: íf, for all (~,~,x~Y) s PF(yD) , the
aeriea {Gnt~t~l}h~l converges then thís concept of optímality coin-
cidea with the uaual notion of optimality.
2. The Dual Problem
Definition (2-D1): To each Et , we asaocíate a"dual" aet:
Dt :- {(v,u,v) s R1 x Rmx R}IV(GL,x,y) s Et :~i-u'x-~ nv'y G v} .
Propoaition (2-P1 to 4): The asaumptiona 1-A1 and 2 concerning the seta
Et imply, for each correaponding Dt :
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P1: Dt C R 1 x R}m .
P2: (v,u,v) s. Dt ~~ Yv 1 v, u~ u, v s[O,v] .(v,u,v) e Dt .
P3: Dt is convex.
p4: Dt is cloaed.
Note: comparing (1-A1 to 4) with (1-P1 to 4), ie ia aeen that the aeta
Et and Dt posaesa a aimilar atructure.
Proof .
P1: Sínce, by 1-A2 every x in (~,,x,y) s Et may be choaen arbitrarily
large, (v,u,v) s Dt impliee u~ 0.
P2: Since, by 1-A1: Et C Rlx R}m , this property immediately follows
from the definition 2-D1.
P3: Let (v,u,v), (v,u,v) s Dt , and let a s[0,1] . Then 2-D1 impliea:
v(u~,x,y) s Et : y~ - (aut (1-a)u)'x f n(av- (1-a)v)'y ~ av f(1-a)v .
Thus, the convex combination is a triple of Dt .
p4: Let {(vi, ui, vi)~1 C Dt be a aequence which convergea to (vD, uD, v0) .
Suppoae (v, uD, v~) [ Dt . Then a triple (~y,x,y) s Et exiata
~ ~ ~ ~
auch that ~, - uD x f rnr0 Y 1 vD , u- ui x f nvi y c vi , i- 1(1) .
However, this contradicta the convergence.
Proposition (2-p5): If (~i,x",y) s Et , (v,u",v) s Dt satisfy:
~- u"'x f nv'y z v" , then (~,x,y) is optimal for:
(2.1) auP(W - u'x f nv"'Y) , w.r.t. (I~~xsY) s Et ,
and ("v,u,v") is optimal for:
(2.2) inf(v t u'x" - rrv'y") , w.r.t. (v,u,v) e Dt .
Proof: The definition of Dt (2-D1) implies: V(~t,x,y) s Et ,
(v,u,v) s Dt :~- u'c t rtv' G v . Clearly, (W,z,v) c Et , (v,u,v") s Dt
implies: supremum in (2.1) is not larger than v, and the infimum in
(2.2) ia not smaller than ~i . Hence, y, - u'x" f rN"'y" s"v impliea op-
timality.
Economic interpretation: Each triple (vt, ut, vt) s Dt may be under-
stood as follows: (1) ut input pricea acting at the beginning of period
t. (2) vt output prices at the end of period t. (3) vt an upper
bound for the discounted feasible profíts (~, - utx f nvtx) , given the
intput~output pricea. In that context, problem (2.1) may be considered
as profit maximization, with given input~output prices. The meaning of
min. problem (2.2), to be elaborated later, can be deduced from proposi-
tion 2-PS, which presenta a aufficient condition for optimality with res-
pect to (2.1). In the followíng definitiona, the dual programming prob-
lem ie constructed in such a way that a sequence of feasible triples
(vt, ut, vt) s Dt , t- 1(1) with reapect to the separate periods,
are connected by the additional requirement ut C vt-1 . In connection
with property 2-P2, these inequalitiea may be replaced by equalities ex-
presaing the reasonable condítion that input and output prices acting
at the same moment have to be equal.
Definition (2-D2 to 4):
D2: D:a {~u,~ s.~1 x~x :2m1 (vt, ut, vt) 6 Dt , t a 1(1)i .
D3; The set of dual feasible solutiona, with a given initial vector
vp s R} :
DF(v0) :- {(~~ ~ s ~~ul z v0' uttl ~ vt , t~ 1(1)} .
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D4: The dual problem with a given initial vector v~ s R~ :
inf Grr vtli w.r.t. (v,u,~ s DF(v0) ,
where, changing the sign, the aimilar optimality concept is uaed
as in 1-D4. Problem 1-D4 and 2-D4 ahall be treated as two aspects
of one aingle programming problem. In that context 1-D4 ia called
the primal problem, and, feasible~optimal eolutions of 1-D4 are called
primal feasible~optimal (briefly P-feasible~optimal aolutiona). Con-
sequently, 2-D4 givea the dual problem. Ita feasible~optimal solu-
tiona are called dual (or briefly D-) feasible~optimal solutíons.
Note that, with reapect to 1-A1,2,3,4 and 2-P1,2,3,4, both problems
possesa a aimilar atructure. Thua symmetry implies that both possess
the same properties. In what followa, we asaume that both problems
posaesa a feasible solution.
3. Sufficient Conditiona for Optimality
Propoeition (3-P1 to 3~: V(~t,x,y~ s PF(yp) , (~~, s DP(v0) :
P1: Gnt~,t~i 6 rn,DyD f Grr vt~l - G~t(~t-lyt-1 - utxt)~1 -~}l~hyh '
P2: ~t-lyt-1 - utxt ~ 0, t~ 1(1) .
P3: Gntu,t i G nv~y~tGTr vt~i , h ~ 1(1)
.
h - 1(1) .
Proof: 2-Dl, 1-D3, and 2-D3 imply: V(~t,~Y) s PF(y0) , (v,~v) e DF(v0) :
Grrtut~i G ~tr vtli - GTtt(nvtyt - utxt)~ , h- 1(1) . Shifting the terma
vtyt yielda 3-P1.
3-P2 ia the conaequence of the conditions: xt, yt' ut' ~t ~ ~' xt ~ yt-1 '
ut G ~t-1 , t- 1(1) .
3-p3 immediately followa from 3-P1,2 and yh, vh 7 0, h ~ 1(1) .
Propoaitíon (3-P4~: (sufficient condition tor optimality) If
(~"i,z,y"~ e PF(v0) , (v",u",v) s DF(v0) eatisfy: Gnt(wt - wt)~1 ~ rn0y0
for h~~, then (~ z,Y) and (~ u, v) are both opt imal .
Proof: guppose there ie a (~x~y~ e PF(y0) for which a number s~ 0
and a period r exiats such that Gntut~i s sfG1r ~t1i , h- 1(1) (i.e.:
(~,x",y"~ i a dominated by (~z~y) ) . Then, Gnt(wt - 3t)~1 ~ TMOyO for
h~ m, implies the existence of a period s~ r such that:
G~t~t~l ~ 2e f Grrtvt~l , h~ s(1) . This contradicts 3-P3, implying
that there is no dominant solution with respect to (~,~~ . The dual
part of the propoaition may be proved in a similar way.
Propositíon (3-PS): (}i,z,Y) s PF(y0) , (v,u,~ s DF(v0) satisfy:
Gn (~t - ~t)~1 ~~OyO
for h-~ m, if, and only i f simultaneoualy:
~~ ~ ~ A ~w A ~w ~w Áwlxl - ~oyo ;"tflxt~-1 - ~tyt , t- 1(1) ; wt - u~txt f nvtyt ~ vt ,
t- 1(1) ; rrtv"ty"t -~ 0 for t-~ ~.
Proof: Let (~~y"~ e PF(yD) , (v~u",v") s DF(v~) , and let (vo' ~0)'~ (~0' y0) '
Then:
(3.1) 6t :- "vt f u"txt - mtyt - I~t ? 0, t- 1(1) (by 2-D1)
(3.2) yt -c ~t-lyt-1 - u"tx"t ~ 0, t a 1(1) (by 3-p2)
(3.3) pt :-
ntfl~h~h ,
0, h- 1(1) (by v"h, y"h ~ 0 ).
and, finally by straightforward calculation:
(3.4) Gnt(wt - vt)1i - rrv~y~ - Gn btli - Gntyt~i - ph , h~ 1(1) .
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The relations (3.1) to (3.4) imply equivalence between the two premises.
Proposition (3-P6): (sufficient condition for optimality) If
(~,~,x~y~ e PF(YD) , (v,u~, 6 DF(v~) satisfy: u"ix"1 - v~yD ;
"rflxttl - ~t~t , t - 1(1) ; u,t - ~tXt f nutyt - 3t , t a 1(1) ;
n~tyt -~0 for t-~ m; then they are both optimal. (Corollary of
3-P4 and 3-P5.)
Definition (3-D1 and 2): (dual free starting point problem). The con-
dition u"ix"1 - v~y0 ín 3-P6 shows that, in any case, very apecíal com-
binations of initial vectora y0 , v~ are required to met the auffi-
cient condition. For that reaso~t we put one of the initial vectora as
an optimization variable. Since we atarted from the primal problem wíth
a gíven initial state y~ , it is natural to conaider a free starting
point veraion of the dual problem defined ae followa:
D1: The aet of feasible dual free atarting point aolutiona,briefly D~-
feasible solutiona:
DFD .- {(~D,~~~~~D s R~i (~~~ e DF(~0)}
D2: The dual free atarting point problem:
ínf {rry~vD f Grtt vt~i }, w. r. t. (vQ, y~ ~~ e DFD .
h-~
The aim of this atudy ís to prove the existence of P-and D~-optimal solu-
tiona, under general conditions concerning the exístence of P-and D~-
feasíble solutiona, and to show that the aufficíent conditions for op-
timality are necessary, as well.
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Economic interpretation: Suppoae (~x",Y) s PF(yU) , (vp, v,u~~ c DFD
satiafy the aufficient condítion of 3-P6, whích includes the equalítiea:
wt - u"txt f r~v"ty"t - v"t , t- 1(1) . Then, by vírtue of 2-p5, it appeara
that each (~it, x"t, y"t) ia an optimal aolution of the correaponding problem:
(3.5) suP(F~-u"tx ~- riv"rY) , w.r.t. ( ~,x,Y) s Et .
Thus, in case the optimal aolutions of theae aeparate profit maximization
problems are unique, one can say that such a dual optimal aolution gen-
erates a price system that allows a decompoaition (or decentralization)
of the infinite horizon program in a aequence of aeparate programa for
each period. Further the aufficient condition includea: utx"t ~~t-lyt-1 '
t- 1(1) , with the ínterpretation that, at each moment of period chang-
ing, the value of the inputa is equal to the value of the outputa.
4. Necessa~ Conditíona for Optimality
The necessary conditiona, to be deduced in this paragraph, are based
on a system which, for every feasible solution, constructa a aequence of
substitute feasible solutions. In a next phase, the valuea of the objec-
tive function of the substitute solutiona are compared with that of the
original feasible solution, resulting in a necessary conditíon for opti-
mality. This procedure i s based on an asaumptíon concerning the existence
of particular feasible solutiona, expreased in the definitions 4-D1 and 2.
Definition (4-D1 to 4):
U1: P-regular solutions, defined by the aet:
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PR(y0) :- (L,JY) s E
~ s ~~ ~ Y s .~m; ~ 61 ~ 0 :
xl C y0 -~e' xtfl ~ yt - ble, t a 1(1)
D2: D-regular aolutiona, defined by the set:
DR(v0) . (v~u,~ s D
v s.2~ u, v s:~m; -{ d2 ~ 0:
ul c v0 - b2e' utfl ~ vt - b2e, t- 1(1)
In the next paragraph, the exiatence of optimal solutíona will be proved
wíth the help of pertubationa imposed on the primal problem. Under per-
tubations expresaed by vectora z g.i} the aeta of P-feasible solutions
are defined by:
D3: PF(YO;, :- {(u,x,Y) s E~xl c YOf zl' xtfl c yt f zttl' t- 1(1)} '
The correaponding primal problems are formulated:
D4: aupGnt~tli , w.r.t. (L,~,x,y~ s PF(y0;~ .
h-~
Consequently, we have to deduce necessary conditions for optimality which
can be applied for all i e.E} . We atart with the conatruction of sub-
stitute feasible solutiona.
Propoaition ( 4-pl): Suppose (~,x~}~ s E, CY s]0,1[ satiefy xtfl ~~t '
t a 1(1) . Then, asaociating to every (~}~x,y~ , z s.~ PF(y0;~ ~~,
(Ly,x~y) s PF(y0;~ a sequence of triplea (~, xh, Y) s Llx ,Lmx ,i ,
h - 1(1) by:
(4.1)
(t~t, xt, YC) :s
á-t(~t~ Xt~ yt) ~(1-cx`-t)(t~t, xt, Yt) , t~ 1(1)h
(w , x , Y ) :- (wt, xt, Yt) , t ~ ~1(1) ,
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the assumption concerning (}~ x,y~ , a, and z imply:
(4,2) (~, xh, Y ) e PF(ah-lxl ,~ (1 -cY--1)yo; , , h - 1(1) ,
Proofi (~~i,~Y) s E, a s]0,1[ , (~,x,~ c PF(y~;z) C E and the con-
vexity of each Et (viz. 1-A3) imply:
(X--t (~t, xt, yt) t(1 - cY--t) (Wt, xt, Yt) s Et , h~ 1(1) , t- 1(1)h .
Together with the definition (4.1) of (~, xh, Y), thie implies:
h h h(~ , x, Y) e E, h - 1(1) . Further, xttl G~t ' xttl ~ Yt } ztfl '
xt' yt' xt' yt' zt ~ 0, t- 1(1) impliea:
.zh-lxl f (1 - ah-1)xl G cY--lxl }(1 - a~-1)y~ f zl
á-t-lx f(1 - á-t-1)x ~ a~-ty f(1 - á-t)y f z , t- 1(1)h-1tfl tfl - t t tfl
xttl ~ yt } ztfl ' t- h(1)
Thus, i t appeara that (~, xh, Y ) s PF(ah-lxl f(1 - a~-1)y0; ~, h a 1(1) .
Propoaition (4-p2 and 3): (preparatíon to 4-p4): Suppoae (v~u,v) e D,
vQ e R} , a e]0,1[ , and 8~ 0 satiafy: ut G vt-1 - be , t- 1(1) .
Then, for every (z,~~Y) auch that: z s!~} , PF(~ {~ 0, (}~~Y) e PF(z) ;
P2: ~(nla)t~t~l ~ G(nl~tvt~l - 6~(nla)te~Yt-1~1 }
t G(nla)tutzt~i t nv0y~ - n(nla)hvhyh , h a 1(1) .
t s t.r s t, s t~, s r~,P3: Gn p,t~r G Grt vt~r - 8Gn e Yt-l~r } Gtr utzt~r } n vr-lyr-1 '
Proof: (v,u,~ s D impliea, for all (~x~Y) c E :
Q1(1), rsl(1)s.
~yt -~utxt f ríveyt G vt , t ~ 1(1) , and next with a c]0,1[ .
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(4.3)
G(rrl~tut~r f G(,rla)t (~c-iyt-1 - "txt)~r ~
~ G(nla~tvt~i t tr vi-lyr-1 -
tt(Tda) veys , s a 1(1) , r- 1(1)s .
The asaumption ut ~~t-1 -~' xt ~ yt-1 t zt , t z 1(1) , impliea:
(4.4) G(nl~t(~t-lyt-1 - utxt)~r ~ 6G(rrl~te~Yt-l~r - G(nla)tutzt~r .
Putting r:~ 1, e:a h, and combining (4.3) and (4.4), 4-p2 follows.
Putting a:~ 1, combiníng (4.3), (4.4), and removing the term
tr(tda)avéya é 0 in (4.3), 4-p3 follows.
Propoaition (4-P4): (preparation to 4-p5): Suppose (~~.t,x~~ s E,
N wI N m(JU,V~ s D, y~, vp s R,~ , a s ]0,1[ , and 6 ~ 0 satiafy:
N
xt G~t -1 ' ut á~t -1 -~~
t~ 1(1) . Then, for every (~ }~ x, y)
auch that z s~, PF(y~;~ 7~ a , (~~y) s PF(y~;z) , and every cor-
responding aequence (~, xh, y,h) , h ~ 1(1) defined by (4.1), the fol-
lowing inequalitiea hold:
(4.5) Gn ( u~t - ut)~1 á na~~oyo - bc~G(Ttla)te'yt-1~1 }
f cz~`G(nl~tutzt~l f Grrutzt~~l f
f ahG(nl~tvt~i f Grrvt~hfl -
- (XG(rrl~tWt~i - Gn~t~h~-1 ' h~ 1(1) , a~hfl(1) .
proof: The definition of each (~, xh, Y) viz. 4.1) impliea:
(4.6) Grr (~t - ~)~i ~ c~G(Ttl~tu~t~l t G~ ~t~htl -
- cY-G(nl~tWt)~1 - Grt ut~hfl ' h~l(1) ' s~htl(1)
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combiníng (4.6) with 4-P2 and 4-P3, one can find (4,5).
Theorem (4-p5) (necessary condítion for optimality): Suppose the primal
and the dual free starting point problem both poaseas a regular solution
(viz. 4-D1 and 2). Then numbers a s]n,l[ ,~1, ~2 ~ 0 exiat auch that,
for every
(4,7)
z s ~;nl~ , the inequalities:
~~~(wt, xt, Yt)}l~~l;rrla~ ~1 } ~2~~i~~l;nla ,
h~l(1) ,
are necessary conditions for optimality with respect to the correaponding
perturbed primal problem defined by 4-D4. Moreover, for every feasible
solution not satisfying (4,7), there exists a dominating feasible solution
whích satisfiea (4,7).
Proof: Let (}~x~y~ e PR(y0) (viz. 4-D1) , and let (v~~; s DR(vD)
(viz. 4-D2). Then numbers a e]n,l( (cloae enough to 1) and 6 1 0
(cloae enough to 0) exist such that xl c ay0 ; xttl ~~t ~ t- 1(1) ;
ut G vt-1 - 8e , t- 1(1) . By virtue of 4-pl, this impliea: for every
z e~1~} , (}~x,y~ e PF(y0;~ , the triplea (~, xh, Y) h~ 1(1) de-
fined by (4.1) are feasible solutions of (4-D4); i.e.: (~, xh, Y) s PF(y0,~
h-1(1) .
With respect to the values of the objective function: by virtue
of the assumptions concerning regular aolutiona (viz. 4-D1,2) and the
assumption z e.2i;~~ , the inequalities (4,5) of propoaition 4-P4,
may be reduced to:
(4.8) Grr (y,t - t)~i c txXvOyD - BC~G(rtla)te'Yt-1~1 } a-~~u~~„~~i~~l;~la }
f á ~~Y~~l;nlat cY-~~L~~~l;rrla' h~ 1(1) ' Sah(1) '
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So, a neceasary condition for (~ x,~ e PF(y0;~ not to be dominated
by one of the subatituting solutiona (~, xh, y) is that the ríght
hand side of (4.8) is non-negative. Clearly, since b is supposed to
be positive, this condition can be reduced to:
(4.9) II ~t-1}111 l;nla ~ rl } r211?Il l;nla' h~ 1(1) ,
yl , Y2 being non-negative numbers. Further, since 0 C xt ~ yt-1 t zt
t- 1(1) , the necessary condítion (4.9) also implies the existence of
numbers y3 , y4 such that:
(4.10) II {xt}illl;nla i y3 } r411Xlll;nla' hs 1(1) ,
is a necessary condition for optimality. In order to deduce a necessary
condition for ~ , we atart from the inequalities:
(4.11) Wt s pt :- I vt f utxt - vtyt I, t s 1(1) ,
implied by the definition of the aets Dt . Since by definition
a lf2m{(vt, ut, vt)}1 e R~ , the neceasary conditiona (4.9), (4.10) imply
the existence of numbers ys , y6 euch that:
(4.12) hII{pt)llll;nlas Y5 t Y6II?Ill;nla'
is a neceasary condition for optimality. A lower bound for the series
{~(nl~tut~l}h~l can be constructed as follows: A necessary for (~y x,Y)
not to be dominated by one of the substituting solutions is (viz. 4.6):
,
(4.13) ak`~(nIa)twt~l }~rrt~t~hfl ~ a~C(nl~t~t~l -F GrT ut~hfl '
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and with p,t G pt , t- 1(1) (viz. 4.11) :
(4.14) G(nla)t~, ~h ~ G(nla)t~ ~h t áhGnt~, ~e - áhGnt p~e ,t 1- t 1 t htl t hfl
h~l(1) , sahfl(1) .
From (4.14), (4.12), ~ s .~m , and a s ]n,l[ ,
numbers r7 , 7a exist such that:
one may conclude that
(4.15) G(,rla)twt~i ~ -r7 - y8~~?~~l,nla ~ h-1(1) ,
is a neceasary condition for optimality. Combining (4.11), (4.12), and
(4.15), one may conclude there exíat numbers y9 ' r10 auch that:
(4.16) h h~ 1(1) .~~ {~t~l ~~ l,rda ~ r9 } r10~~X~~ l;nla '
Finally, combining (4.9), (4.10), and (4.16) it appeara that
(4.17) ~~{(Wt, xt' Yt)}llll;nla ~ íylf73fy9) f( y2fy4fy10)~~i~~l;nla'
is a necessary condition for (L~, ~y)
h ~ 1(1) ,
not to be dominated by one of the
substituting feasible solutione (~, xh, Y). Putting
C~1 :~ (71fy2f79) t~~{(Wt' xt, Yt)}llll,nla '~2 'n (y2t74fY10) s
h h h rovea thethe latter, together with the definition of (l~,, x, y.) p
proposition.
Definition (4-D5 and 6): Similar resulte can be derived with respect
to the dual free starting point problem. Denoting the perturbations im-
posed on that problem by vectors w s.~m , the correaponding sets of
feasible solutions are defined by:
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D5: DFO(~ :a {(vOsY.,~~ e R}x Dlnt C vt-1 } zt, t~ 1(1)~ ,
and the corresponding dual problems by:
D6: inf{nv~y0 -1- crt vt~i} , w.r.t. (v0,v~~v) e DFO(~ .
h-~
Apart from the difference with respect to the initial vector, problem
(4-D6) posseases a aimilar structure as problem (4-D4). Including some
modifications concerning the initial vector, that means, all previous
results may be shown to hold for the dual free atarting point problem.
Therefore the dual vereion of theorem (4-p5), shall be presented without
proof:
Theorem (4-P6) (dual necessary condition for optimality): Suppose the
primal and the dual free starting point problem both possess a regular
solution (viz. 4-D1 and 2). Then numbera a s]rr,l[ , yl, r2 c 0 exist
such that, for every w e~;~~~ , the inequalities:
(4 .20) Il~oll l} II {(vt, ut, ~t)}illl;n~a ~~1 } r211w11 l;n~a , h-1(1) ,
are necessary conditiona for optimality with respect to the correaponding
perturbed dual free etarting point problem (4.19). Moreover, for every
feasible solution not satisfying (4.20), there exista a dominating fea-
sible solution which satisfies (4.20).
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5. Optimality
Definition (5-D1): The consequence of neceasary condition for optimality
4-P5 ia that, in case P-and DO-regular solutiona exiat, we may reatrict
ouraelves to tríples (~ ~y~ of:
1 m(5.1) É:- E n ~1-nla x~l;rrla x il;nla'
a e]n,l[ being the number appearing in 4-p5. Since, for such feasible
msolutions the aeries {Cnt~t~l}h~l cornerges, the perturbed primal prob-
lem (4-D4) wíth z e lGi~nla can be written:
(5.2) aup~ntwt~l , w.r.t. ( iL~Y) s É~xt ~ yt-1 } zt ' t- 1(1) .
Putting z:- 0, (5.2) contains all optimal solutiona of the origínal
problem. With the help of the '~erturbation" set:
(5.3) I' :~ {(cp,z eRlx :Zm x C t ~-) l;nla~~ ( w, ,Y) eÉ : m-Gn ~t~l' xt5yt-1}xt} '
the original primal problem (i. e.: 5.2 with z : - 0) can be replaced by:
(5.4) cp . sup cp , s.t. (cQ,O) E r.
Propositíon (?-P1 to 5):
P1: r is convex. (By convexity of E.)
P2: (cp,~ e r s~ Vc~ C c~ ,~z ~ z :(cp,~ e r (by 1-A2) .
P3: The supremum in (5.4) is equal to the aupremum in (5.2), with z:~ 0.
p4: Problem ( 5.4) poasessea an optimal solution if, and only if,
r n (R1 x{O1) ia non-empty and closed and if, in addítion, the
supremum in (5.4) is bounded.
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P5: Problem (5.2) with z: - 0 posaeasea an optimal aolution if, and
only if, (5.4) possessea an optimal solution.
Definition (5-D2Z (the dual problem): The dual space of .2i~nla (i.e.:
the normed apace of bounded linear functionala on .2ml;nla ) is:
Thus impliea that, every halfspace in Rlx .~i;~a can be expressed by:
(5.5) H(~ ~, ~1) :- {(cn,, e RL x :21 ;nla~ ~ ' ~wtzt~i ~ ,~} ,
where (w, ,~, Tu s.Zm;alnx RL x RL . Clearly, in that respect :
(5.6) G:~ {(~~s~l) fi ~oo,alrrxRlxR1~V(~Ps?) cI': ïjcp-Cwtztl1 G
may be interpreted as the aet of triples (J ~r,TU which generate half-
spaces that contain I' . Consequently, the programming problem
(5.7) ~ :- inf ,~ , w.r.t. (w,~,T~) e GIT~ - 0 ,
s
may be conaídered as the problem of aeeking a hyperplane such that: (1) the
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corresponding halfspace (5.5) contains I', (2) the hyperplane givea a
lower upper bound for points cq satisfying (tp,0) s ï. Before elabor-
ating this interpretation, the relations between (5.7) and the dual free
starting point problem (3-D2) will be stated.
1Proyosition (5-P6) ; (w, ~r) s,Em~~nx R is a feasible solutíon of (5.7)
if, and only if, the dual free atartíng point problem ( 3-D2) posaessea a
feaaible solution (v0'y,~'y) s Rmx :tlx .tm cxX ,tm.am; .
(5.8)
Gn vt~l t nv~y0 3 ~, h~ 1(1) .
Proof: The following statements are equivalent:
(a) (w,~) is a feasible solution of (5.7)
(b) y(~P,~ e I' : cp - Gw~zt~l G~. (by 5.6)
(c) d(}!~~Y~ e É : GrttWt~l - Gwi(xt - Yt-1)~1 ~ yr . (by 5.3)
(d) d(}~~Y) e É :
(5.9) GrrtWtl1 - Gwtxt - wtflyt~l t wiy0 G~ .
(e) There exists a sequence {~t}1 s,Q1 auch that simultaneously:
(5.10)
~t-1 - n twt , t - 1(1)
t h
Gyt~l f wiYO C ~~ h- 1(1) s
y(~,~Y) e~ : n ut -w~xttwttlyt ~ rt ' t S 1(1) '
The equivalence of (d) and (e) can be proven by putting:
yt :- sup{w-wtxtw[f1Y} ~ w.r.t. ít~,x,y) s Et .
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Clearly, (5.9) ím~pliea the boundedneea of all of these auprema. Now,
putting vt :~ rt trt , ut :~ n twt , ~t-1 'L n twt ' t c 1(1) , (5.10)
takea the form (5.8). Finally, eince each xt in (5.10) may be choaen
arbitrarily large (viz. 1-A2), the vectora wt muat be positive. Thus,
it appears that (v0,v~u,, ia a feasible soiution of the dual problem
(3-D2).
The relations between problem (5.4) and (5.7) ahall be pointed
out in the followíng propoaitions, reaulting in the main theorem concern-
ing the exiatence of P- and D-feasible solutiona and the atatement that
the aufficient conditions of 3-P6 are neceasary, as well.
Provoaítion (5-P7 and 8): If r n(Rlx {0}) ~d Q, and if the supremum
cQ in (5.4) is bounded, then cloaednesa of r} :a r n (Rlx .~}) impliea:
P7: i~e ~ o :(~6) d cl(r) .
P8: Problem (5.4) poeaeaeea an optimal aolution.
Proof: The condítiona concerning r and aup, cp imply:
[-m,e~] x {0} ~ cl(r} n (Rlx {0})) s cl(cl(r}) n (Rlx {0})) ~ cl(r}) n (Rlx {0}) .
Proposition S-P2 implies: cl(r n(R1 x:Em)) c[-m ~p] x;Cm , and so-
cl (r n(Rl x.~) ) n(R1 x{0}) C cl (r}( n(Rl x{0} , as well. Combining
the latter with [-m cp] x{0} a cl (r}) n(R1 x{0}) , we may conclude
[-m, cp] - cl (r) n(R1 x{0}) , which impliea S-P7.
Since by asaumption r} a cl(r}) , 5-P8 can be proved by:
r n (R1 x{0}) c r} n (R1 x{0}) a cl (r}) n (R1 x{0}) - cl (t n (R1 x{0}) ),
which impliea r n (R1 x{0}) a cl(r n(Rlx {0})) . Since by asaumption
r n (R1 x{0}) ~ 0 and c~ ia bounded, cloaednees of r n (Rl x{U}) impliea
(viz. S-P4) the exiatence of an optimal aolution of (5.4).
zl
Proaoaition (S-p9 and 10): If r n(Rlx {0}) ~~ and if the supremum
ip in (5.4) ís bounded, then closednesa of r} :t r (1 (Rlx ~) implies:
P9: Infimum problem (5.7) posaeases a feasible solution.
P10: The infimum ~ in (5.7) is equal to the aupremum c~ in (5.4).
Proof: By virtue of 5-P7, the suppoaitiona concerning r and the aupremum
cp in (5.4) impiy: Ve 1 0 :(t~c,0) ,~ r. So, by convexity of r (viz.
5-P1) we may conclude: for every s~ 0 a closed halfspace ~e exiata
such that cl(r) c I'E , (c~e) L i"e (viz. Luenberger [8J, page 134).
Further, each of these halfapaces can be expresaed by:
(5.11) re :- {(N, z) e R1 x li~n~a~ ~g~ ' Cwt ~zt1i C,~s} ,
where (wg, ~rs, T~E) e G (viz. def. 5.6 in 5-D2), to be specified as followa:
(a) T~E 1 0 (for (cp,0) e r and Tjs ~ 0 imply Vs ~ 0 :(rot-e,0) e rs ,
which is excluded by assumption (i~FS,O) e rs )
(b) TjE :- 1 (this i s allowed by T~g ~ 0 and by linearity of
~ m
T~écp - GwC xt~l G~s in 1js , ws , ~rs )
(c) w6 ~ 0 (by 5-P3 and r e re ).
This leads to the conclusion: Ve ~ 0 :~(~js,, s Rl x:~mm; aInt '
~ m
cp - Cwt zt~l G~s , for all (cp,~ e cl (r)
(5.12) -
where the first inequality i s obtained by cl(r) C rs , and the aecond
~p~ dre~R~e,
by (c"nfE,O) ~ I'e and (ip,0) t re .
Clearly, the firat inequality impliea the existence of a feasible
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solution of (5.7); the two inequalities together imply the infimum j
in (5.7) is equal to the aupremum m in (5.4).
Propoaition (5-P11): Let r be defined by (5.3). Suppose r n(Rlx {0}) ~~~
and suppoae numbers 1j1, 112 ~ 0 exiat such that, for every (cp,, e r}
there is a triple (~,x,y) E É satisfying: xt C yt-1 } zt , t- 1(1)
( yp being the gíven initial vector), ~p C cntpt~l '
I~ {(~t' xt' yt)}l~ll;rrla ~~1 }~~~ZII l;~la . Then the set r} is closed.
m
Proof: Let {(cp , z)}1 ~ r} be a aequence which converges to a point
(cQ~, z0) ; the existence of the aequence is ensured by assumption
r n(R1x {0}) ~~. The other asaumptions imply the existence of a se-
quence {(~i, xi, Yi)}1 c g auch that






~~{(t~t, xt, Yt))C l~~l;nla s~1 }~~~?~~l;nla' i-1(1) .
~Moreover the convergence of ~}1 and (5.15) imply the existence of
a number T~ ~ 0 such that:
(5.16) ~~ {(Wt' xt' Yt)}t 1~~ l;nla ~~3 ' i- 1(1) .
Since the cloaed unit aphere in kl ia weak~ compact, and so the cloaed
x G y -~ zi„ , t- 1(1)
unit ephere in ~lx2m as well, there existe (by 5.16) a aubaequencel ; rrla
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(~i(k)~ xi(k)~ Yi(k)) whích convergea weak~`, with respect to the (l;n~~)-
norm, to a point (~, x0, ~) satiafying (5.16). We denote this by:
(5.17) (~i(k)s Xi(k), Yi(k)) w~~(LL ~ x0~ Y)~ for k m~
W
Since a e]rr,l[ , the expresaion CTt p,t~l definee a linear functional
on ki.n~a which is weak~` continuea. That means, (5.17) icnplíee:








xOtfl C y~ f z~fl ~ t~ 1(1) .
In order to prove (~ , x0, Y) e É, we obaerve that (~, xi, Yi) e É
i- 1(1) implies:
(~i(k)~ xi(k)~ yi(k)) e E ~ t- 1(1) , k- 1(1)t t t t
Weak~ comer ence (5.17 im liea that each i(k) xi(k) i(k) mS ) P {(Wt , t i yt )}k-1
converges to (w~, x0, y~) . Consequently, closednesa of each Et impliea:
0 0 0
(ut, xt, yt) e Et , t - 1(1) . Thus, we find:
(5.20) (~ , X0, Y) e É .
Finally, the relations (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) and the definition of 1'
viz. 5.3) imply ( c0, z0) e r, and, by cloaednesa of ~;~,~ ,
m
(c0, z0) e 1'} as well . Thus, i t appeara that {(cp , z )}1 e I'} ,
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(S~i, ?i) ~ (~ , z~) for i y m , implies (~,~ e 1'}
Definition (5-D3); In order to formulate a dual version of aome of theae
results, we start from theorem 4-p6 which impliea that only triples
(~~y~ of the aet:
(5.21) ~ 1 m ~D:z D fl il;nlax ~;rrlax fl;rrla
have to be considered, a g]n,l[ being the number appearing in 4-p6.
Taking into account the initial vector v0 of the dual free atarting
point problem (3-D2), the dual version of I' (viz. 5.3) takea the form-
(5.22) I'd . (~,~ e Rlx li;~ila
~ (~~, ~~s~ s R} x D :
nv0y0 t crrtvt~i ~ ~r
ut á"t-1 } `''t , t a 1(1)
and, instead of the original dual free atarting point problem (3-D2), the
following min. problem will be considered:
(5.23) ~:~ inf jr , s.t. ( jr,0) e I'd .
Propoaition (5-P12 to 14):
P12: Problem ( 5.23) poasesaea a feaeibleloptimal solution if, and only
if,problem ( 3-D2) posaeeaes a feasibleloptimal aolution.
P13: Problem (5.23) posaesaea an optimal aolution if, and only if:
1'd fl (R1 x{0}) ia non-empty and closed, and if, in addition, the
infimum in (5.23) is bounded.
Further, we obaerve that the propoaitiona 5-P7,8, and 11 are valid with
reapect to I'd , as well. (Note: all other propertiea might be fornu-
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lated in a dual version, but we don't need them.)
Theorem (5-P14 to 16): If the primal problem (1-D4) and the correspond-
ing dual free atarting point problem (3-D2) both possese a regular solu-
tion (viz. 4-D1 and 2), then:
P14; The supremum in (1-D4) ia equal to the infimum in (3-D2).
P15: Both problems posaesa an optimal solution.
P16: P- and DO-feasible solutiona (~,~y"~ , (v"0, "v~u",~ both are opti-
mal if, and only if, aimultaneouely: u"'x - v'y ; u' x - v"'y ,1 1 0 0 ttl t-~1 t t
ut - utxt f n~tYt - vt i t ~ 1(1) ; TTtvtyt -~ 0 for t~~ .
Proof; By virtue of 3-P3, 4-p5, 5-P11, and the definition of í' (viz.
5.3), the assumptions concerning the existence of regular solutions imply:
(1) 1' (1 (R1 x{0}) ~ Ql , (2) the aupremum in (5.4) is bounded, (3) the
set I'} :- I' (1 (Rl x 1G}) is cloaed. Theae propertiea have the following
implications:
(a) The primal problem poasesses an optimal solution ( by 5-P8).
{b) The aupremum in (1-D4) is equal to the infimum in (5.7) (by 5-P10).
By virtue of 3-P3, 4-p6, 5-P11-dual veraion, and the definition
of I'd (viz. 5.22), the exiatence of regular solutiona also imply:
(1) I'd (I (R1 x {0~) ~ ~ , (2) the infimum in (5.23) i s bounded, (3) the
aet I'd} :- I'd fl (R1 x 2}) is closed, which impliea (by S-PS-dual-version,
and 5-P12):
(c) Dual problem ( 3-D2) possesses an optimal solution.
Since (by implication of 5-P6) the infimum in (3-D2) G.the infimum
in (5.7), and since (by 3-P3) the supremum in (1-D4) G infimum in (3-D2),
(b) implies:
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(d) The supremum in (1-D4) - infimum in (3-D2),which proves P14.
From 3-P3, 4-P5, 4-p6, and 5-P14, one may conclude that P- and
DD-feasible solutions (~~~ , (v"D,"v~u~~ both are optimal if, and
t honly if : Cn (Wt - vt)~1 ~ TMOyO for h-~ W ; which is (by 3-p5) equi-
valent with the conditions mentioned in 5-P16.
6. Approximationa bv Finite Horízon Pro~trams
The reaulta of Section 4 also indicate a aimple way to construct
approximation methods based on finite horízon programs. Let us atart
from an infiníte horizon problem with P-and DD-regular solutions (L~i,~ ~,
(v~, v, u~v~ , and define, for every '7iorizon" h a 2(1) , the following
programming problema:
Dl : AP(Y~;h) :e {(Wt, xt, yt) }i e{Et }i xl ~ y0' yh ~ xhtl'
xtfl ~ yt' t s 1(1)h-1
D2: cp(h) :s supGn ~t11 , w.r.t. {(4~t, xts Yt)}1 EAP(YD;h)}
D3: BP(Y~;h) ' xt' yt)}1 E {Et}1
xl ~ yo,
xtfl á Yt' t- 1(1)h-1
D4: ~(h) : ~ aupGntp,t~i f n}luhtlyt ~ w.r.t. {(~yt, xt, Yt) }1 t BP(YO:h)
The dual problem with respect to D-4, can be formulated:
D5: BDO(h) : h m n, {(vt, ut, vt) }1 e R}x {Dt}1
vh ~ "hfl'
ut C vt-1, t- 1(1)h
D6: inf rn,óyo t Gntvt~l , w.r.t. (v0, {(vt, ut, vt)~i) e BDO(h)
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The basis of approximations is constituted by the following propertíes.
Theorem (6 -pl to 6): Let (~~i,~ y~ , (v0,v~ u~ ~ be a P-and a DD-regular
solution. Let ip be the supremum of the primal m-horízon problem. Then
the finite horizon programa, defined by 6-D1 to 6, posaesa the following
properties:
P1: If {(~yt, xt, Yt) }i g Ap(YD;h) with h 1 2, then (~, x~, Y~`)
defined by: (Wt, xC, yt) :c (~t, xt, yt) , t- 1(1)h ,
(ut, xt, YL) :~ (p,t, xt, Yt) , t s hfl(1) , satísfiea:
{(u , x , Y )} e AP(Y ;r) , , and: ~ x~ ~`t t t 1 p r-h(1) (l ,- ,Y ) e PF(YD)
P2: If (vD, {(vt, ut, vt) }i) e BDD(h) with h 1 2, then (v~,u~`,~`)
defined by: (vt, ut, vC) :- (vt, ut, vt) , t~ 1(1)h ,
(vt, ut, vt) :~ (vt, ut, vt) , t- hfl(1) , safisties:
(vD, {(vC, ut, vt)}i) e BDD(r) , r- h(1) , and: (vp,v~,u~,v~) e DFD .
P3: cQ(h-1) f Cn~t~h G~P(h) f CrrtWt~hfl ~ W, h- 3(1)
P4: m c~i(h) t Gntvt)hfl G~(h-1) f Gntvtlh , h-3(1)
P5: (~p(h) f Cntwt~htl) ~~~ for h~~
m
P6: (~r(h) t Gn vt~h-F-1) y ~~ for h-~ m
Proof: P1 and P2 immediately follow from the definitions 6-D1 and 6-D5.
P3 is implied by P1 and 6-D2, p4 ia implied by P2 and 6-D6.
Proof of P5: Starting from the regular solutions (~,x,y) ,(vD,v,u,v)
and putting CY e]n,l( close enough to 1 auch that the conditiona of
4-pi and 4-P4 are satisfied, we aseociate to a primal optimal aolution
(~,x",y"~ a sequence (~h, x"h, ~), h- 1(1) defined by (4.1). Thia
definition and 6-D1 impliea {(t, x, y)}i e pp(y0;h) , h~ 2(1) ,
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and therefore cp(h) ~ ~ntut~h h~2(1) , as well. Since
~P -(i0(h) ~- Cfr 4~t~h~-1) ~ ~P - Cnt~~1 - Gnt (4~t - t~)11 , we may conclude
by 4-p4 (with z - 0 and s-~ m):
~P -(~P(h) f cnt{it~htl) ~ návayo f á~(nla)tvt~i f
f ~ntvt~htl - c~~(nlá)t~t)i -
- cTttp,t~hfl ' h- 2(1) .
Ueing the fact that by assumption v, ~ e .2m , a e]n,l[ , theae inequa-
lities may be reduced to:
c~ -(~v(h) t ~nt~it'htl) c„a~~óya f a~ll~lll;n~a }~Il~lll;n~a' hc2(1)
Clearly, 6-p3, a e]rr,l[ and the latter implies 6-P5.
Uaing similar argumenta with reapect to the dual problems defined
by 6-D5 and 6-D6, and uaing S-P14, property 6-P6 may be deduced.
Corollary: In case P-and D~-regular solutiona exist, a proce3ure to find
E-optimal aolutions ( i.e. P-and DO-feasible solutions (~~, x~, Y~) ,
(vD, v~, u~, v~) such that some integer r : Crr ~,t~i 1- sfcQ , s- r(1)
and nv0'y0 i- Crrtvt)i C i~e , a- r(1) , cp being the supremum of the
infiníte horizon problem), can be conatructed by the finite horizon prob-
lems 6-D1 to 6. Since by theorem 6-PS and 6, for every e~ 0 an horizon
h6 exiata auch that
(6 .1) ~(h e) t cntvt~h tl -~V(h s) - Grrt ~,t~h tl ~ e,
e e
P-and DD-e-optimal aolution can be found by solving (6-D2) and (6-D4),
and shifting the horizon.
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Approximations for invariant problems
In case the sets Et are conatant ever sínce aome period c,
approximationa can also be obtained by the following aequences of finite
horizon programs:
h
D7: cp(h) :- aup CntU~t~i-1 } 1 n~h} ~ w.r.t.:
(Wt, xt, Yt) e Et , t~ 1(1)h , s.t.:
xl C y0 ' xtfl ~ Yt ' t- 1(1)h-1 , xh c yh .
t h-1 rrhD8: ~y(h) :- aup ~n Wt~l } 1-rr ph~ ' w.r.t.:
(ut, xt, Yt) E Et s t - 1(1)h ~ s.t.:
xl ~ YO ' xtfl ~ yt ' t- 1(1)h-2 1 n G' 1-rr xh - 1-n yh - yh-1 '
and the dual programs of D8 (to be deduced by the method described in
S-D2):
k
D9: d~(h) :- nv~yQ f crttvt)i-1 -f. 1 n vk~ ~ w.r.t.:
m
vD E R} , (vt, ut, vt) e Dt , t a 1(1)h ~
ut G vt-1 , t- 1(1)h , uh G vh .
s.t..
Clearly, these definitions imply similar relationa as gíven in 6-pl to 4.
More precisely: If {(Wt, xt, yt)}i is a feasíble solution of 6-D7
with h~ c, then (~,x~,Y~`) defined by:
(tbt, xt, Yt) .- (41t~ xts Yt) ~ t- 1(1)h s (V~t~ xt~ YC) .- (Ilh~ ~~ Yh) ~
t- hfl(1) , has the nice propertiea that: each {(p,t, xt, yt)~i with
s- h is a feasible solution of the corresponding problem (6-D7), and
that (~,x~,~~`) is a feasible solution of the primal m-horizon problem.
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Since similar relationa hold with respect to the dual programs 6-D9, we
may conclude by 3-P3:
(6.2) cp(h) G cp(hfl) C~(hi-1) C~(h) , h3 c(1) .
Moreover, in case P-and DO-regular solutions exist, it can be ahown that:
(6.3)
cp(h) -- ~p , for h-~ m
~ A~r(h) -~ cp , for h y m
,
cp being the supremum in the primal ~horizon program. The proof is based
on the fact that it is possible to construct P-and DO-regular solutiona
(j~x,y) , (v0,v,u,~ which are invariant after some period, say s.
Using such regular solutions in the definition of the finite horizon pro-
grama 6-D1 to 6, it should be clear that ip(h) c cp(h) c,~(h) C,~(h) ,
h- s(1) , which impliea, by 6-p5 and 6-p6: c~(h) -~ cp , ~r(h) ~ cp for
h-~ W. Thus, it appeara that the programa 6-D7 and 6-DS are suitable
for approximation purpoaes too.
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